
Sewer Repair Norman OK

Legacy 4, Inc. can not wait to be your trusted plumber in the greater Oklahoma City location! We have 
years of experience dealing with the plumbing systems of homeowners throughout OKC, from our 
location in Norman Oklahoma.

We have three major areas of proficiency as a plumbing firm, though we can look after any kind of sort 
of plumbing concern you may be contending house.

Sewer repair, cleaning, as well as replacement services are one of our specialties. There is not a sewer 
concern we have actually not seen as well as have not had the ability to efficiently repair. Among one 
of the most common sewer issues is when tree roots grow into ones sewer line. The tree roots will clog 
the sewer pipe, limiting the amount of water that can stream via the pipe. We can utilize our hydro jet 
equipment to promptly get rid of the sewer obstruction and also get it working effectively once more. 
Our goal is to have ones sewer functioning again with a great cleaning or repair, as well as sight 
performing a replacement sewer line as a last option.

A 2nd area of expertise is in slab leak detection and repair. We have state-of-the-art leak detection 
devices that we use to identify where a slab| leak is taking place. We can promptly take care of the 
required slab leak repair then. Most of the moment a slab leak will certainly take place due to old 
plumbing pipes inside ones slab.

Thirdly, we specialize in hydro jetting. Our hydro jet equipment is exceptionally effective in totally 
removing any type of kind of drain obstruction. Be it a water line or sewer line, hydro jet technology 

https://youtu.be/aW7ds-UaUdM


blasts water at high pressure to securely clear drain clogs and obstructions.

Do not wait to speak to Legacy 4, Inc. with any type of questions you have!

Legacy 4, Inc.

Norman, OK 73072

405-788-1139

http://normanslabandsewerrepair.com
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